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Increasing the Share of Electricity from Renewables Lessons for the Latecomers
By Walid El Gazzar
Among all sustainability indicators, the share of electricity from renewable sources (SEFRS)
is the one that arguably receives the most attention both in the media and in public policy de- Walid El Gazzar resides
bates. While an increase in this indicator is desirable in principle, the transition to renewables in Cairo, Egypt. He
may be reached at
involves much more than increasing RE electricity generation alone. There are a few lessons
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that policy makers in developing countries need to consider as they strive to increase their reliance on wind and solar energy in their quest for more affordable and secure energy supplies. See footnotes at end of text.
Electricity from renewables is a complement, not a substitute to conventional generation: Renewable generation technologies have characteristics that make it difficult to consider them as
a pure alternative to thermal generation. Electricity from RE is intermittent, difficult to predict accurately,
and is non-dispatchable (supply cannot be increased at will to meet an increase in demand, but is rather
driven by the availability of sun and wind). Therefore, an increase in SEFRS does not necessarily imply
a decrease in the need for back-up capacity reserves.
Electricity from renewables interacts with conventional generators in complex ways: Renewable generation not only depends on conventional reserves to back it up, it affects incumbents in other
ways: First, since electricity from RE has nearly zero marginal cost (the cost of producing one extra unit
of electricity), and in the absence of means to store electricity economically, supply priority is usually
given to RE, forcing thermal power generators to reduce their production thus reducing their plants’
capacity factors (as well as their profits). Second, an overall increase in electricity from RE is likely to
decrease average electricity prices, reducing conventional generators’ profits further. Third, increased
electricity production from RE negatively affects them by reducing thermal plants’ efficiency and service
life due to the more frequent plant load cycling1.
A substantial rise in SEFRS involves other considerable hidden costs: The transition to RE will
require major expansion of transmission lines in order to connect distant and dispersed sources to
centers of demand; for example, Europe needs an estimated 14,000 km of overhead transmission lines
directly attributed to the growth of power generation from RE2. There is also the cost of road constructions to these sources as well as eventual storage capabilities (whether household or grid level). Then
there is the increasingly complex grid management infrastructure that needs to accommodate these
wind farms as well as a large number of households with photovoltaic production capacity. While at
low shares, integration costs may be zero or even negative, they increase quickly with the share of
renewables to the point of potentially becoming a barrier to higher penetration3. Of course, these
costs may be totally justified in the long run, but are the financial and institutional resources available?
Increasing renewable generation capacity is the (relatively) easy part: For a given RE project, an
investor can easily estimate the cost of producing one unit of electricity by averaging the total expected
electricity production over the life-cycle cost of the project (which, for this type of projects, is overwhelmingly upfront capital expenditures). If offered a fixed feed-in tariff that exceeds that cost, the investor
will effectively have a buyer committed to buying all his or her production at a profit – a very generous
opportunity! But from a market’s perspective, the value of a unit of electricity is not fixed; in fact the
difference between high and low wholesale market prices can differ by four orders of magnitude over
the course of a year in some liberalized electricity markets4! Thus, a simple feed-in tariff program may
turn out to be more successful than anticipated, not only in terms of excessive production at uncompetitive prices, but also because of the choice of less and less optimal locations for projects (with lower
capacity factors and higher construction and transmission costs). A study by Siemens found that Europe
could save EUR 45 billion by 2030, by choosing optimal locations for sun and wind energy projects5.
Increasing SEFRS induces positive externalities but they need to be rigorously evaluated: Of
course, a rise in RE may induce many positive externalities such as reducing GHG emissions, attracting
foreign investment or creating job opportunities. But these benefits cannot just be assumed to occur
with an increasing SEFRS; they need to be rigorously validated and quantified during the program appraisal phase.
SEFRS can rise without any increase in generation capacity: SEFRS is the ratio of electricity generated from renewable sources to the gross electricity consumed6. The denominator (gross electricity
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consumed) largely depends on factors such as a country’s surface area, total population and distribution, extreme weather conditions and industrial energy intensity. But one critical determinant of gross
electricity consumption is energy efficiency; indeed there is room for efficiency improvements on both
the supply and demand sides that can have a large effect on consumption. In other words, for a given
country, SEFRS as an indicator may grow without any change in RE generation - simply by improving
efficiency! Substantial gains may be achieved through the modernization of power generation plants,
building efficiency programs, energy efficiency standards for appliances7 and behavioral interventions8.
The endeavor to increase reliance on renewables also requires building massive institutional
capacity and know-how: Designing and controlling a robust grid with high RE penetration, creating
and managing a liberalized, efficient and fair electricity wholesale market, designing and reliably evaluating energy programs – all of these are necessary, albeit less salient, requirements for a successful
transition to renewables.
Despite their popularity, renewable energy projects can meet local opposition: Noise generated by wind farms, landscape disfigurement due to overhead transmission lines, endangerment of
the local fauna, threat to local tourism, encroachment on private property are among the many factors
that can generate popular resistance to RE projects, ultimately leading to stalled or canceled projects
and frustrated investors.
Priority should be given to the most effective programs: No country has infinite resources, and
policy makers are faced with a wide range of (often conflicting) interventions to achieve their goals;
making the right choice requires rigorous ex ante evaluations to compare proposed programs according to valid criteria. There is no reason to bypass effective but less glamorous programs without
proper evaluation and comparison. Side effects and interactions need also to be considered; merely
focusing on subsidizing RE may lead not only to over-capacity but to “overconsumption of electricity and
disincentives for energy efficiency.”9 Furthermore, successful design and selection of future programs
is highly dependent on the evaluation of past and current ones, a process that would be much more
effective if programs were built for evaluation, and if results were made available to all stakeholders.
The purpose of energy policy is to enhance citizens’ wellbeing by providing safe, secure, affordable
and sustainable energy. This is far from being achieved through increasing SEFRS alone; apart from the
prudent increase of that indicator, policy makers need to work on the institutional capacity and knowhow this transition requires, as well as choosing the most cost-effective, evidence-based interventions.
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